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The Idea

T

his idea of 50 Great Greek Wines (50GGW) slowly ‘fermented’ in my mind and
was the excellent evolution of my involvement with Greek wines. I have come to
know many Greek producers over the years, and whilst talking to them and tasting
their wines, I slowly began to share their concerns. What could help Greek wine gain extra
recognition and fame? How could Greek wine become more identifiable and diverge from
being placed in the generic “The Others” category?
That’s the main reason I started karakasis.mw.
To strengthen the voice of Greek producers
in the world of wine. My articles are
inspired by the authentic stories of
people who want to stand out with
their wines. I often felt like I was
bringing treasures to the surface
that the whole world had to share.
My joy grew even more prominent
with every discovery, with every new
effort by an ‘unknown’ producer who
laid his soul in the vine and cellar.
The 50 Great Greek Wines (50GGW)
is the development of this endeavour, and
it’s not just another contest. Together with
Gregory Michailos, we wanted to do something
off the beaten track. We tried to avoid repeating the well-worn recipe; we wanted
some different and fresh. In fact, 50GGW has very little in common with classic wine
competitions.

Firstly, wines are bought from the market so everyone can participate equally.
Secondly, particular emphasis is placed on assembling the group of judges. It will consist
of leading tasters who are not only knowledgeable of Greek wine but are passionate
about it. To ensure the reliability of the evaluation procedure, no member of the organising
committee or the judges is permitted to maintain a commercial relationship with any of
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the competing wineries. Priority is given to quality criteria and not award-winning wines'
quantity. So the prize only goes to the 50 best wines and winners of individual
categories. Only the wines that stood out and the number of total entries are announced.
Another critical difference is the wish to strengthen the message of the project. For this
reason, it will be surrounded by a series of innovative actions both within Greece and
abroad, and it will be accompanied by this e-book which will serve as a point of reference
that will help publicise the event.
Our ambition is for the 50GGW to be the next step for Greek wine. What am I talking
about? First, we talked about our varieties, Assyrtiko, Moschofilero, Agiorgitiko and
Xinomavro and then about our unique terroir from Crete to Thrace. Now it’s time to take
the conversation a few steps further. Let’s talk about our excellent wines, the great wines.
We are giving the world not one but 50 “great stories”. 50 Great Greek Wines, then.
Yiannis Karakasis MW
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Judges
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Mark Andrew MW

Co-Owner Noble Rot & Keeling & Andrew
Mark Andrew MW worked for a decade as a wine
buyer before co-founding Noble Rot magazine with
Dan Keeling in 2013. This led to the opening of Noble
Rot Wine Bar & Restaurant in Bloomsbury, Central
London, in 2015 (winner of 'Best Wine List' at the
National Restaurant Awards in 2016, 2017 and 2018,
and 'Best Red Wine List' at the World Restaurant
Awards in 2019), which was followed by Noble Rot
Soho in 2020. Mark is a lifelong Grecophile and regular
visitor to Greece who supports artisanal Greek wine
whenever possible. He became a Master of Wine in
2017 after completing his research paper on Assyrtiko
from Santorini.

Lenka Sedlackova MW

Senior Brand Manager at Bancroft Wines
Lenka Sedlackova is originally from the Czech
Republic but lives in the UK, where she works
as Senior Brand Manager for importer Bancroft
Wines, looking after Greece, amongst others. She is
a regular judge at the Decanter World Wine Awards
and has judged at other international competitions.
Lenka became a Master of Wine in 2016, with a
speciality in Cava, a subject she has lectured on.
Her annual visits to Greece have helped foster and
nurture a passion for Greek wine.
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Caro Maurer MW

Journalist and Wine educator
In 2011 Caro Maurer MW became the first female
Master of Wine from the German-speaking countries.
For more than 25 years, Caro has been working as a
wine writer. Caro also works as a wine educator for
WSET Diploma in Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
Bordeaux, Tuscany, and Norway. She is deeply
involved in the education of MW students at the
Institute of Masters of Wine, where she is also chair
of the Admission Committee and a member of the Council. Furthermore, Caro is hosting
educational seminars and tastings for numerous generic wine associations such as Wines
of Alentejo or VDP. She judges in international wine competitions; she is a panel chair at
Decanter WWA in London. Besides, Caro is consulting the wine buying team of Edeka,
Germany’s biggest supermarket chain.

Stefan Neumann MS

Wine Consultant
Stefan Neumann MS is an independent wine
consultant who previously worked as a Head
Sommelier at Dinner by Heston Blumenthal, a
two Michelin-star restaurant in the Mandarin
Oriental Hotel, Hyde Park. He has comprehensive
experience in the Michelin star world, previously
working for restaurants The Fat Duck in Bray, Le
Manoir aux Quat’Saisons in Oxford, Restaurant
Hotel Obauer in Salzburg, and Steirereck in Vienna.
In 2014 he reached the final of the UK Sommelier of
the Year competition, and three years later achieved
the ultimate accolade of Master Sommelier.
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Wine Consultant
Demetri Walters MW is an independent wine
consultant, wine educator and presenter who
formerly held both retail and trade-orientated
positions for almost 20 years with the prestigious
Berry Bros. & Rudd. He has many years of
experience selling wine, providing product
training, running wine schools, and hosting
professional, corporate & private wine tasting
events for groups of all sizes all over the world;
he hosts wine shows and documentaries on television and is a seasoned international wine
judge. Demetri was made a Master of Wine in 2013, his thesis for which brought him back
to his formative interest in Cypriot wine. He is a consultant voice for numerous wine regions,
particularly those of the Eastern Mediterranean and Eastern Europe, and is a regular speaker
on sweet and fortified wines.

Wojciech Bońkowski

Wine Writer Editor in Chief Winicjatywa,
author of 4 books
Wojciech Bońkowski is a wine writer from
Poland, author of four wine books and editor-inchief of the most significant Polish wine medium
with 600K readers yearly, Winicjatywa. In June
2017with, fellow wine writers Ewa Rybak and
Ewa Wieleżyńska launched Ferment, Poland’s new
printed wine magazine. He regularly contributes
to Meininger’s Wine Business International and
www.timatkin.com and is a Decanter World Wine
Awards judge. He serves as President of the Polish
Wine Trade Association and is a Stage 3 Master
of Wine student. He specialises in Italy, Greece,
Croatia, Central Europe, and Port wines. And he
actually has another life in which he researches
19th-century music.
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The great thing about 50 GGW is the opportunity for
a small but very sympathetic to Greek wine, but also,
I'd like to think a very knowledgeable judge panel to
come together. And rather than looking to talk down the
wines they don't like, this is about identifying the wines
that they do like, the wines that they love, the wines that
are the best examples to celebrate this country, these
regions, these grape varieties, and these winemakers
that are working so hard to represent the best of Greece.
And 50 is an opportunity for us to select each year of
what right now is a snapshot of what makes Greek wine
so exciting.
So 50 GGW to me as a jumping-off point. For so many
conversations. You're going to be the catalyst for those
conversations in terms of introducing people to those
wines through your work on the other side of 50.

Opposite: Tasting at Selene Antique Wine Caves in Santorini
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I think it offers a slightly different format from other
competitions. The fact that it focuses just on Greek wine
is excellent, but it's a competition that doesn't give out a
sort of platinum gold, bronze, silver medals or something
like commended, which doesn't often mean anything.
But it focuses on finding 50 great wines, irrespective of
where they come from. It gives an excellent snapshot
of the Greek winemaking scene and the key trends in
Greece. And the grape varieties show real potential in
Greece and internationally. And because a relatively
International Panel judges the competition, it also
helps identify wines that would be really successful
internationally because we know what styles and wines
will sell well in places like the UK.
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Having worked with international wines most of my
career, I am always amazed by the quality, depth, and
diversity you find in many Greek wines. Yet, they are
still relatively under-appreciated in the international
market. 50GGW is not only an exercise in search of
excellent Greek wines but can also be a sign of unity. It
is the perfect guide to opening the door to even more
great Greek wines to the international audience who are
interested yet less familiar with Greek wines, and the
possibility is endless. Sometimes the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts.
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I am impressed by how dynamically 50GGW has grown
since the maiden edition. It's not just a competition but
an entirely new communication platform for Greek wine,
with tastings and events in many international locations.
This offers Greek wine producers an unprecedented ad
unmatched opportunity to be visible and appreciated.
Moreover, unlike many other competitions, the small
and passionate 50GGW jury is very open to new ideas
and trends and keen to reward wise tradition.
As Greek wine—once peripheral and „difficult",
nowadays trendy and sexy—is universally welcomed
into the mainstream, a guiding authority on the subject
is more necessary than ever. For the Rhône, it was Robert
Parker; for Italy, it was Gambero Rosso; and for Greece,
I am confident it will be 50GGW: the single go-to trusted
reference for wine lovers worldwide. And I hope the
influence will also make itself felt the other way: our
small, specialised jury includes Masters of Wine and
Master Sommeliers. They are uniquely qualified to
perceive the current global trends and reward those
Greek wines that most eloquently join this international
quality dialogue.
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50 GGW brings together all that's great about Greek
wine, but it also serves to cast light on the very culture
of Greek wine: its rich weave of indigenous winemaking
traditions, an ancient vinous history, the multiplicity of
autochthonous grapes and, above all, the great leaps
forward that Greece has made in bringing its reborn
wine scene to the world. These we must celebrate.
Greek wine culture was a keystone of western
civilisation. Its resurrection is timely, as more and more
people are looking for something different, something
authentic. 50 GGW is a vocal proponent of the colour
and diversity of Greek wine. In a world with many
clamorous voices all competing for our attention, 50
GGW serves to illustrate to an international audience
all that is good and authentic in Greek wine.
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Evaluation

T

he evaluation of the wines is
conducted by small panels
that are comprised of three
leading tasters. The judges are top
international tasters with a particular
interest and extensive knowledge of
Greek wine. The 50 wines that pass
to the second round are retasted for
the final order to be decided.
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Evaluation process
The wines were tasted in a series of flights. The organising committee arranges
each flight according to the category in a separate room where the tasting panels are
seated. All the wines undergo multiple screening tests for the organising committee
to ensure that the flights are correctly assembled and matched to the judges on the
tasting panel. The numbering on the bottles corresponds to the total of wines within
each flight.
The tasting room is separated into two parts, and visual contact is obstructed between
the separated parts. The wines were served blind to the judges with the whole bottle
covered, so there was complete objectivity when tasting the wines by their jury.
All the participating wines are tasted blindly. The judges only know the category of
a participating wine, its alcohol, and its vintage. Information regarding the region of
origin of wines is not included (e.g. Assyrtiko is judged in its category; whether the
particular Assyrtiko is from Crete or Santorini or any other region is not disclosed).
Sweet wines (residual sugar >45gr/lt) are judged only within their specific categories
and will not be competing for the 50 Great Greek Wines Awards.
The judges initially taste and rate the wines of each flight, taking down their notes.
Once the tasting and evaluation procedure is over, the ratings awarded are discussed.
If there is a significant difference among the ratings, this will have to be further
explored, and a consensus will have to be reached.
Judges’ scores and final scores were given on a scale of 100 and expressed as the
tasting panel's average score. The accuracy of the score for each wine will be given
to one decimal point. If the average reached has two or more decimals, these were
rounded off to the closest tenth.
The scores given by the judges are recorded electronically (online platform) on the
system that has been mainly developed for the needs of the competition, and final
confirmation is given. After this procedure, the rating of each judge cannot be altered,
and the judge will not be able to access that flight again.
Only the 50 Great Greek Wines and the wines in each category are announced, along
with the number of total entries of wines and wineries.
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Wine Categories
The wines were separated into 15 different categories.
These categories have been selected by the organising
committee. The 50 wines with the highest ratings,
irrespective of the category in which they compete, are
featured in the “50 Great Greek wines”. Apart from the 50
wines with the highest ratings, there is a separate award
for wines within their category. Wines that have achieved
the three highest scores in each of the 15 categories
comprise the Great 3 wines of each given category.
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Assyrtiko (should be 100% Assyrtiko or PDO Santorini)
Indigenous Whites (any single varietal wine made from an indigenous variety other
than Assyrtiko)
Blend of Whites (blends consisting of at least two varieties)
International Whites (a single varietal wine made from an international variety)
Xinomavro (red wine of 100% Xinomavro or PDO Rapsani and Goumenissa)
Agiorgitiko (red wine of 100% Agiorgitiko)
Indigenous Reds (any single varietal wine made 100% from an indigenous variety
other than Xinomavro or Agiorgitiko)
Blend of Reds (a blend of at least two varieties)
International Reds (a single varietal wine made from an international variety)
Rosé wines
Ritinitis wines
Value for money white wines (wines under 10€ retail price)
Value for money red wines (wines under 10€ retail price)
Sweet Wines (wines with residual sugar of more than 45gr/lt)
Minimal Intervention wines (Wines from certified organic grapes, indigenous yeasts,
without additives, maximum total SO2 40 mg/lit). For these wines, technical analysis
by an oenological laboratory will be requested, the organic certification of the grapes
and a statement by the producer for the non-use of additives.
If a wine covers two or more categories, it will compete in all of these, but it will be
tasted only once in one of the categories. Which category it will be tasted in is at
the discretion of the organising committee. Sweet wines are only included in their
category and are not included in the final 50GGW.
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Sponsors
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Platinum
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Platinum
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Gold
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Silver

Gastronomy Partners

Auspices
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The List
Gaia Wines

Ammonite, Assyrtiko

2020

Santorini

Troupis Winery

Pitys Ritinitis, Assyrtiko

2020

Peloponnese

Gentilini Winery &
Vineyards

Iri’s Vineyard, Mavrodaphne

2021

Cephalonia

Lyrarakis Wines

Dafni Psarades

2021

Crete

Akritos Oinos

Adrestea, Chidiriotiko

2020

Lesvos

Lafazanis Winery

Geometria, Agiorgitiko

2021

Peloponnese

Argyros Estate

Cuvée Monsignori, Assyrtiko

2019

Santorini

Diamantakis Winery

Petali, Liatiko

2019

Crete

Alpha Estate

Ecosystem Xinomavro Reserve Vieilles
Vignes Single Block Barba Yannis,
2018
Xinomavro

Amyndeo

Ktima Zafeiraki

Limniona

2019

Tyrnavos

Oenops Wines

Xinomavro

2020

Greece

Artemis Karamolegos
Winery

34, Assyrtiko

2019

Santorini

Strataridakis Winery

Moschato Spinas

2021

Crete

Gavalas Winery

Enalia, Assyrtiko

2018

Santorini

Kokotos Estate

Kokotos Estate, Cabernet Sauvignon/
Merlot

2017

Attica

Nykteri, Assyrtiko

2018

Santorini

Pyritis, Assyrtiko

2019

Santorini

Troupis Winery

Route Gris, Moschofilero,

2021

Peloponnese

Amargiotakis Winery

Thrapsathiri

2020

Crete

Oenops Wines

Limniona

2020

Greece

Artemis Karamolegos
Winery

34, Assyrtiko

2020

Santorini

Argyros Estate

Cuvée Evdemon, Assyrtiko

2018

Santorini

Alexakis, Kotsifali

Kotsifali

2019

Crete

Artemis Karamolegos
Winery
Artemis Karamolegos
Winery
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Tiniakoi Ampelones

Clos Stegasta, Assyrtiko

2020

Tinos

Avantis Estate

Collection, Syrah

2017

Evia

Wine Art Estate

Idisma Drios Xi, Xinomavro

2017

Macedonia

Kir Yianni

Ramnista, Xinomavro

2017

Naoussa

Argyros Estate

Cuvée Evdemon, Assyrtiko

2019

Santorini

Noema

Invicta, Xinomavro

2019

Amyndeo

Spanoudis Winery

Ventum, Xinomavro/Merlot

2019

Paiko

Theopetra Estate

Limniona

2018

Meteora

Manolesakis Winery

Pelagia, Pinot Noir/Agiorgitiko

2018

Macedonia

Argyros Estate

Cuvée Nykteri, Assyrtiko

2018

Santorini

Athanasiou Winery

Thronos, Agiorgitiko

2020

Nemea

Tiniakoi Ampelones

Clos Stegasta, Mavrotragano

2019

Tinos

Kir Yianni

Diaporos, Xinomavro/Syrah

2017

Imathia

Terrasea Winery –
Mikra Thira

Terrasea, Assyrtiko/Aidani

2020

Santorini

Ktima Zafeiraki

Terracotta, Limniona

2020

Tyrnavos

Dougos Winery

Rapsani Old Vines, Xinomavro blend

2018

Rapsani

Ktima Gerovassiliou

Chardonnay

2020

Epanomi

Tetramythos Winery

Laurier Noir Nature, Mavrodaphne

2020

Peloponnese

Volcanic Slopes

Pure, Assyrtiko

2018

Santorini

Domaine Sigalas

Mavrotragano

2020

Cyclades

Sant’Or

Santameriana Skin Contact

2021

Peloponnese

Douloufakis Winery

Dafnios, Vidiano

2016

Crete

Domaine Sigalas

Kavalieros, Assyrtiko

2020

Santorini

Sarris

Panochori Old Vines, Robola,

2021

Cephalonia

Gavalas Winery

Natural Ferment, Assyrtiko

2020

Santorini

Dougos Winery

Meth’ Imon L, Limniona

2020

Thessaly

Domaine Paterianakis

Vidiano

2020

Crete

Terrasea Winery –
Mikra Thira

Santorini, Assyrtiko/Aidani,

2020

Santorini
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The Categories
Sweet Wines
1. Argyros Estate
Vinsanto, Late Release 2002, Santorini
2. Artemis Karamolegos Winery
Vinsanto 2004, Santorini
3. Domaine Skouras
"Titanas" 2013, Mavrostypho,
Peloponnese
4. Momemvasia Winery
Monemvasia-Malvasia 2012,
Peloponnese
5. Argyros Estate
Vinsanto First Release 2014, Santorini

Indigenous Whites
1. Lyrarakis Wines
"Dafni Psarades" 2021, Crete
2. Strataridakis Winery
Moschato Spinas 2021, Crete
3. Amargiotakis Winery
Thrapsathiri 2020, Crete

International Varieties Whites
1. Ktima Gerovassiliou
Chardonnay 2020, Epanomi
2. Domaine Skouras
"Cuvee Larsinos" 2021, Viognier,
Peloponnese
3. Avantis Estate
"Blessed Time" 2020, Viognier,
Central Greece

Ritinitis Wines
1. Troupis Winery
"Pitys Ritinitis" 2021, Assyrtiko,
Peloponnese
2. Gikas Winery
"Pine Forest: 2019, Assyrtiko, Attica
3. Kechris Winery
"Τear of the Pine" 2020, Assyrtiko,
Macedonia

Assyrtikos
1. Gaia Wines
"Ammonite" 2020, Assyrtiko, Santorini
2. Argyros Estate
"Cuvée Monsignori" 2019, Assyrtiko,
Santorini
3. Artemis Karamolegos Winery
"34" 2019, Assyrtiko, Santorini

White Blends
1. Ktima Biblia Chora
"Ovilos" 2021, Assyrtiko/Semillon, Pangeon
2. Ktima Pavlidis
"Thema" 2021, Assyrtiko/Sauvignon Blanc,
Drama
3. Vriniotis Winery
"Iama" 2021, Assyrtiko/Malagousia, Evia

Great Value Whites
1. Kanakaris Winery
"10^3" Roditis 2021, Aigialeia
2. Douloufakis Winery
"Dafnios" 2020, Vidiano, Crete
3. Skevofylax Winery
"Karydies" White 2021, Assyrtiko, Kos
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Xinomavros

Red Blends

1. Alpha Estate
"Ecosystem Xinomavro Reserve
Vieilles Vignes Single Block
Barba Yannis" 2018, Xinomavro, Amyndeo
2. Oenops Wines
Xinomavro 2020, Greece
3. Wine Art Estate
"Idisma Drios Xi" 2017, Xinomavro,
Macedonia

1. Kokotos Estate
Kokotos Estate 2017, Cabernet
Sauvignon/Merlot, Attica
2. Spanoudis Winery
"Ventum" 2019, Xinomavro/Merlot, Paiko
3. Manolesakis Winery
"Pelagia" 2018, Pinot Noir/Agiorgitiko,
Macedonia

Agiorgitikos
1. Lafazanis Winery
"Geometria" 2021, Agiorgitiko,
Peloponnese
2. Athanasiou Winery
"Thronos" 2020, Agiorgitiko, Nemea
3. Strofilia
"Rare Earths Black Cone" 2020,
Agiorgitiko, Nemea

Indigenous Reds
1. Gentilini Winery & Vineyards
"Iri's Vineyard" 2021, Mavrodaphne,
Cephalonia
2. Diamantakis Winery
"Petali" Liatiko 2019, Liatiko, Crete
3. Ktima Zafeiraki
Limniona 2019, Tyrnavos

International Varieties Reds
1. Avantis Estate
"Collection" 2017, Syrah, Evia
2. Ktima Biblia Chora
"Sole" 2020, Pinot Noir, Macedonia
3. Ktima Mega Spileo
Cabernet Sauvignon Wild Ferment
2013, Achaia

Great Value Reds
1. Lafazanis Winery
"Geometria" 2021, Agiorgitiko,
Peloponnese
2. Diamantakis Winery
"Petali" 2019, Liatiko, Crete
3. Alexakis
Kotsifali 2019, Crete

Roses
1. Troupis Winery
"Route Gris" 2021, Moschofilero, Arcadia
2. Troupis Winery
"Tomi Rose" 2021, Moschofilero, Arcadia
3. Troupis Winery
"Fteri" 2021, Agiorgitiko/Moschofilero,
Peloponnese

Minimal Intervention Wines
1. Tetramythos Winery
"Laurier Noir Nature" 2020,
Mavrodaphne, Peloponnese
2. Domaine Apostolidi,
"Bulles des coteaux" 2019, Assyrtiko,
Macedonia
3. Chatzivariti
"Spin" 2019, Negoska, Paiko
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Naoussa

Slopes of Paiko

Amyndeo

Drama

Thrace

Macedonia
Thessaloniki

Epanomi

Epirus

Tyrnavos

Thessaly

Rapsani

Lesvos

Karditsa

Ionian Islands
Sterea Ellada

Cephalonia

Aigio

Evia
Attica
Athens

Tinos

Tripoli

Achaia

Peloponnese

Cyclades
Nemea

Santorini

Crete
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Santorini
Gaia Wines

Ammonite (2020)

Estate Argyros

Cuvée Monsignori (2019)

Artemis Karamolegos Winery

34 (2019)

Gavalas Winery

Enalia (2018)

Artemis Karamolegos Winery

Nykteri (2018)

Artemis Karamolegos Winery

Pyritis (2019)

Artemis Karamolegos Winery

34 (2020)

Estate Argyros

Cuvée Evdemon (2018)

Estate Argyros

Cuvée Evdemon (2019)

Estate Argyros

Cuvée Nykteri (2018)

Terrasea Winery – Mikra Thira

Terrasea (2020)

Gavalas Winery

Natural Ferment (2020)

Terrasea Winery – Mikra Thira

Santorini (2020)

The Wines

Peloponnese
Troupis Winery

Pitys Ritinitis (2021)

Lafazanis Winery

Geometria (2021)

Troupis Winery

Route Gris (2021)

Athanasiou Winery

Thronos (2020)

Tetramythos Winery

Laurier Noir Nature (2020)

Sant’Or

Santameriana Skin Contact (2021)
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Cephalonia
Gentilini Winery & Vineyards

Iri’s Vineyard (2021)

Sarris Winery

Panochori Old Vines (2021)

The Wines

Macedonia
Alpha Estate

Ecosystem Xinomavro
Reserve Vieilles Vignes
Single Block Barba Yannis (2018)

Oenops Wines

Xinomavro (2020)

Oenops Wines

Limniona (2020)

Wine Art Estate

Idisma Drios Xi (2017)

Kyr – Yianni

Ramnista (2017)

Noema Winery

Invicta (2019)

Spanoudis Winery

Ventum (2019)

Manolesakis Winery

Pelagia (2018)

Kyr – Yianni

Diaporos (2017)

Ktima Gerovassiliou

Chardonnay (2020)
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Crete
Lyrarakis Wines

Dafni Psarades (2021)

Diamantakis Winery

Petali (2019)

Strataridakis Winery

Moschato Spinas (2021)

Amargiotakis Winery

Thrapsathiri (2020)

Alexakis Winery

Kotsifali (2019)

Douloufakis Winery

Dafnios (2016)

Domaine Paterianakis

Vidiano (2020)

Aegean islands
Akritos Oinos Winery

Adrestea (2020)

Tiniakoi Ampelones Winery

Clos Stegasta (2020)

Tiniakoi Ampelones Winery

Clos Stegasta (2019)
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Central Greece & Thessaly
Ktima Zafeiraki

Limniona (2019)

Kokotos Winery

Kokotos Estate (2017)

Avantis Estate

Collection (2017)

Theopetra Estate

Limniona (2018)

Ktima Zafeiraki

Terracotta (2020)

Dougos Winery

Rapsani Old Vines (2018)

Dougos Winery

Meth’ Imon L (2020)
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Ammonite

Winery Name: Gaia Wines
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Expressive, precise, and very mineral,
pure sea spray and flint. Delightful. Lovely presence on the
palate with a steely backbone. Salty, fresh, and stony, this
is long and beautifully balanced. Fantastic length and drive
concentrated but super fresh on the mid-palate—a wine with
a towering personality and brilliant oaking handling.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: info@gaiawines.gr
Producers: Leon Karatsalos & Yiannis Paraskevopoulos
Interesting Facts:
• Ammonites were shelled cephalopods that died out about 66 million years ago.
Their fossils are found in the Aegean Sea. It is also the symbol of Gaia Wines in
their logo and the name of their new single-vineyard wine.
• Ammonite is the new creation of Gaia Wines, made from centenarian rooted
vines. It rests for over 15 months on its organic lees, and a small percentage
matures in new French oak barrels.
Style: Big and bold structure, concentrated and very complex, with impressive
length, yet super fresh on the mid-palate.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: A perfectly cooked prime fish over a charcoal fire, tender and juicy.
Price range: € € €

€
< 15 euros
€€
15-30 euros
€€€
30-60 euros
€ € € € > 60 euros
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The Wines

White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Pitys Ritinitis

Winery Name: Troupis Winery
Vintage: 2021/non indicated in the label
Appellation/Region: Retsina Traditional Designation
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Subtle hints of resin and bay leaf notes on the
nose along with some rosemary. Added complexity of fennel,
mint, and exotic spices. However, this shows the variety very
well underneath, just a perfect marriage of grape and resin
aromas. Menthol freshness and very drinkable on the palate,
with lovely brightness. Very energetic, pure, and characterful.
The resin component is very nicely integrated—the dawn of a
new era for Ritinitis wines.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: sales@troupiswinery.gr
Producers: Yiannis Troupis & Kostas Koutsoumpos
Interesting Facts:
• Pitys was an Oread nymph who, pursued by the satyr Pan, was changed into a
pine tree by the gods to escape.
• The wine is wild-fermented and unfiltered. It is cloudy and hazy.
Style: Expressive yet elegant with steely minerality and power on the palate. Lovely
balance between varietal and resin character. A very gastronomical new age Retsina.
Ageing potential: 5 years.
Perfect pairing: Marinated bonito fish.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Iri’s Vineyard Mavrodaphne

Winery Name: Gentilini Winery & Vineyards
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: PGI Slopes of Ainos/Ionian Islands
Variety/ies: 100% Mavrodaphne
Tasting Note: Delightfully pure on the nose, just packed
with delicious fruit. Soft and supple on the palate, this is a
lovely example of the grape variety, very fresh and full of
energy but retaining that dark fruit profile and dark mineral
detail with a bay leaf top note. Polished tannins and, overall,
an outstanding personality. Best role model for the grape
variety.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: info@gentilini.gr
Producers: Petros Markantonatos & Marianna Cosmetatou
Interesting Facts:
• The single parcel of Iri’s Vineyard is located within the estate near the village
of Minies on the island of Kefalonia. It sits at 60m on the crest of a hill and has
a rocky, limestone terroir. It took more than two years to establish the vineyard
because of its highly rocky soils.
• The wine and the vineyard are named after Petros Markantonatos and
Marianna’s Cosmetatou, young daughter. Iriana helps during the harvest of the
grape as well as assists in the winemaking process.
Style: Fruit forward, soft and harmonious.
Ageing potential: 3-5 years.
Perfect pairing: A spot-on for pasta and pizza based on tomato-basil sauces.
Price range: €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Dafni Psarades

Winery Name: Lyrarakis Wines
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete/Crete
Variety/ies: 100% Dafni
Tasting Note: Herbal nose, with bay leaf complexity as well
as rosemary, mint oil, and laurel. Quite subtle and elegantly
scented. Lovely tight mineral-driven focus on the palate,
great freshness and a good finish that is stony with a squeeze
of ripe lemon and lime as well as some fennel notes. Such a
unique and intriguing personality.
Alcohol: 12.50% abv
Email: info@lyrarakis.com
Producers: Lyrarakis family
Certification: Vegan
Interesting Facts:
• Dafni is one of the most obscure varieties of the Cretan Vineyard. It was saved
from extinction by the Lyrarakis family.
• The grape's name is a reference to its unique aromas of laurel (Dafni in Greek)
and other intense herbal notes.
Style: Distinctively aromatic, lean, and vibrant. Resembles no other grape variety
around the world.
Ageing potential: Could be cellared for a couple of years to intensify its
pure, herbal aromatic character.
Perfect pairing: A lovely mint-scented spicy fish tartar with lemon zest.
Price range: €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Adrestea

Winery Name: Akritos Oinos Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Lesvos
Variety/ies: 100% Chidiriotiko
Tasting Note: Very pale colour. Herbal, lightly red fruited
and very fresh. Unique nose, very different, a wine that
stands out with its thyme, papaya, apricot, green plum and
vivid grapes. The palate is fun but serious at the same time,
with some fine-grained tannins. Very likeable. A fascinating
wine with a very distinctive character. A wine that triggers
your mind.
Alcohol: 12.70% abv
Email: akritosoinos@gmail.com
Producers: Nikolaos Kapetanellis
Interesting Facts:
• The name of the wine derives from the Ancient Greek “Adrastos,” which means
inescapable.
• Chidiriotiko is one of the rarest Greek grape varieties, and it is grown on volcanic
soils in the western part of Lesvos Island in an area known as Chidira.
Style: Elegant, expressive, light-bodied, with a marked distinctive personality.
Ageing potential: 2-4 years.
Perfect pairing: A medium-cooked tender duck with a red berry sauce.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Geometria Agiorgitiko

Winery Name: Lafazanis Winery
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: PGI Peloponnese/Peloponnese
Variety/ies: 100% Agiorgitiko
Tasting Note: A perfect example of what Agiorgitiko can
be. With a light touch and perfectly ripe fruit, reminiscent
of freshly picked blueberries and blackberries, this is
exceptionally juicy, with lovely balance and drinkability. No
over-extraction, just a bit of earthy sap and seriousness to be
recognised as Agiorgitiko. Fun and very enjoyable to drink. A
brilliant modern interpretation of the grape.
Alcohol: 12.50% abv
Email: athina@lafazanis.gr
Producers: Spyros & Vasilis Lafazanis
Interesting Facts:
• The grapes are sourced from selected vineyards in Nemea, and although the
wine doesn’t bear the designation Nemea on the label, all the vineyards are
within the zone. The Geometria Agiorgitiko is made exclusively from privately
owned vineyards of the Lafazanis family in low quantities.
• This is one of the best values in the market, selling for under 10€ retail price in
Greece.
Style: Modern, fruit-forward, with a soft and juicy texture.
Ageing potential: 4-5 years.
Perfect pairing: Lasagna with mozzarella cheese.
Price range: €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Cuvee Monsignori

Winery Name: Estate Argyros
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Highly concentrated and very dense on the
nose. A hint of apple skin, nectarine and tangerine. Perfumed
and full-on style with lots of complexity. It shows some
excellent lemon core slowly peeling away for riper citrus
fruits. Fantastic mineral, flinty backbone. Heroically salty
on the pleasantly juicy attack, with prickle pear, lemon and
melon joining like instruments in a symphony on the palate.
There is plenty of gloriously euphonic music here, though it’s
a riper style of Assyrtiko. Lovely balance despite the alcohol.
Alcohol: 14.50% abv
Email: matthew@estateargyros.com
Producers: Matthew Argyros
Interesting Facts:
• The Monsignori vineyard with vines averaging 200 years of age.
• The wine spends 12 months on the lees and uses a small percentage of oak (5%).
Style: Ripe, highly concentrated fruit, with Assyrtiko's classic salty mineral attack
providing an excellent balance.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: A super fresh, juicy, grilled fish full of iodine notes to match the
wine’s great minerality.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Petali Liatiko

Winery Name: Diamantakis Winery
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete/Crete Island
Variety/ies: 100% Liatiko
Tasting Note: Quite pale. Lovely perfume, indicating
great varietal character with juicy, ripe strawberry fruit on
the nose and mountain herbs. Very drinkable, a natural
summer red and a beautiful example of the grape variety.
Elegance over power. Modest alcohol, supple tannins,
and good balancing freshness. Fleshy, intense, composed,
controlled, unique – a triumph of Aegean wine culture.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: info@diamantakiswines.gr
Producers: Zacharias Diamantakis
Interesting Facts:
• The grapes are sourced from three vineyards planted in the 1990s in the village
of Kato Asites, Dafnes. One of them is bush trained in limestone soils.
• There is no oak-ageing for this wine. 6-7 days of maceration in stainless steel
tanks, and the wine is bottled one year after the harvest.
Style: Elegant and delicate with silky tannins.
Ageing potential: 2-3 years.
Perfect pairing: Bring on the duck.
Price range: €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Ecosystem Xinomavro Reserve Vieilles
Vignes Single Block ‘Barba Yannis’
Winery Name: Alpha Estate
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Amyndeon/Macedonia
Variety/ies: 100% Xinomavro
Tasting Note: Lovely nose, typical of Xinomavro with
notable fruit delicacy. Balsamic strawberries, perfumed
violets a touch of herbal and floral notes add to the fruit’s
ripeness. On the palate, it is juicy and supple with superb
acidity and well-managed tannins. Precision and control. Very
attractive, very drinkable, and an excellent Xinomavro wine.
Alcohol: 13.82% abv
Email: export@alpha-estate.com
Producers: Angelos Iatrides & Makis Mavrides
Interesting Facts:
• Planted in 1919, the 3.7 ha Barba Yiannis single-vineyard Xinomavro Vielles
Vignes (VV) is one of the most talked-about Greek vineyards and wines. The
phylloxera-free, old, ungrafted vines grow on sandy-sandy clay soils over a
bedrock of limestone.
• The wine spends 24 months in white-toasted (neutral) barriques that open up
Xinomavro’s structure and provide a lovely purity of fruit and refinement.
Style: Somehow, you cannot decide whether elegance or power is on top.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: An absolute classic with grilled lamb chops. With its fatty
character, this tender piece of meat cries out for the wine’s elegant tannins and
refreshing acidity.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Limniona Ktima Zafeiraki
Winery Name: Ktima Zafeiraki
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PGI Tyrnavos/Thessaly
Variety/ies: 100% Limniona
Tasting Note: Such a beautiful wine. Elegant, harmonious,
and never trying too hard. Tea, strawberry, red currant, and
herbal notes on the nose. It strikes the right balance between
sweet fruit and spicy character, tannin and acid, body and
complexity. An excellent wine that is a great ambassador for
indigenous Greek varieties.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: zafeirakischristos@gmail.com
Producers: Christos Zafeirakis
Certification: Organic
Interesting Facts:
• 2007 was a turning point for the grape variety due to Christos Zafeirakis, as it
was the first time a single-varietal Limniona wine reached the market.
• Christos Zafeirakis follows a hands-off approach in winemaking, practising
spontaneous fermentation, and prefers to work with lower free and total SO2
levels.
Style: Elegant and harmonious with a perfect balance.
Ageing potential: 5-7 years.
Perfect pairing: A lovely partner for rabbit slow-cooked in tomato-onion-based
red wine sauce.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Xinomavro

Winery Name: Oenops Wines
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: Varietal Wine/Greece
Variety/ies: 100% Xinomavro
Tasting Note: Lovely and bright. Lifted aromatics, with
crunchy red berried fruit leading the way and refreshing
tension. There is a leanness and mineral purity to the wine,
made by someone who understands the grape. Everything is
well put together, and the result is appealingly fresh. Elegant,
long, and super delicious.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: hello@oenopswines.gr
Producers: Nikos Karatzas
Interesting Facts:
• The grapes are sourced from old vineyards in the regions of Naoussa and
Amyndeon
• Spontaneous fermentation occurs in cement eggs and open-top barrels, and the
wine ages for ten months. 10% whole bunches are included in the fermentation
vessel.
Style: Less extractive, lighter style allowing the purity of fruit to shine.
Ageing potential: 6-8 years.
Perfect pairing: Pasta with meatballs in garlicky tomato sauce sprinkled on top
with parmesan cheese.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

34

Winery Name: Artemis Karamolegos Winery
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: A great example of Santorini Assyrtiko,
with lovely balance and plenty of presence, but candied
citrus peel and sea salt, seaweed notes complement
rather than overwhelm each other. Notably fat though still
possessing great freshness. Well managed phenolic grip and
nicely proportioned towards the finish—a definition of the
existence of the term minerality.
Alcohol: 14.40% abv
Email: info@artemiskaramolegos-winery.com
Producers: Artemis Karamolegos
Interesting Facts:
• The name 34 is a reference to the uninterrupted 34 millennia history of the
vineyard on the island of Santorini
• 100% Assyrtiko from the island’s ancestral vines. At least nine months ageing on
the lees.
Style: Riper style but with excellent freshness and balance. Very energetic.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Oysters with a dollop of “34”, instead of adding lemon.
Price range: € € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Moschato Spinas

Winery Name: Strataridakis Winery
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete/Crete Island
Variety/ies: 100% Muscat of Spina
Tasting Note: Clean, expressive, aromatic nose with lemon
zest, peach, orange blossom and spearmint. Quite pithy.
Good upfront energy on the palate and a mineral freshness
with lots of zesty lime bring real drinkability. Great length
and nice complexity.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: info@strataridakis.gr
Producers: Konstantinos & Manolis Strataridakis
Interesting Facts:
• Muscat of Spina is a clone of the small-berried white Muscat and originates from
the mountainous village of Spina in Chania prefecture.
• The winery is considered to be the southernmost winery in Europe.
Style: Youthful, clean, vibrant, and inviting.
Ageing potential: 3 years.
Perfect pairing: Indian souvlaki with moderately spicy Chicken tikka masala,
cucumber, lettuce, onions, and mint-yoghurt sauce.
Price range: €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Enalia

Winery Name: Gavalas Winery
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: This can be a role model for the grape
variety. Imposingly expressive, clear, crispy, limy, and smoky
minerality and saltiness. Lovely chamomile, lemon, and
lemon wax too. It has a classic Santorini profile evolving
nicely and putting on weight. It is textural wine with flinty,
stony undertones that carry the weight splendidly. Excellent
texture, an overall superlative wine.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: info@gavalaswines.gr
Producers: George & Vangelis Gavalas
Interesting Facts:
• Whole-bunch fermented with grapes sourced from 120+ old vines from the
villages of Pyrgos and Megalochori.
• The wine matures on the fine lees for 18 months. There is no oak-ageing.
Style: Voluminous and rich with lip-smacking salinity.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Seafood risotto (or orzo pasta) with cuttlefish ink, prawns,
langoustines, and bisque.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Kokotos Estate

Winery Name: Kokotos Estate
Vintage: 2017
Appellation/Region: PGI Attica/Central Greece
Variety/ies: 82% Cabernet Sauvignon/18% Merlot
Tasting Note: Lovely freshness and herbal top note, with
attractive dark fruit underneath. Fresh and juicy on the
palate, very well defined with excellent oak management
and some tremendous chalky minerality. Tannins are finegrained, and there is almost no evolution for a 5-year-old
wine that will age prodigiously on the concentration.
Alcohol: 13.90% abv
Email: anne.kokotos@gmail.com
Producers: George & Anne Kokotos
Interesting Facts:
• Privately owned vineyards in the region of Stamata, Attica, at an altitude of
450m above sea level.
• The wine spends a total of 25 months in French oak barrels and is aged for
another year in the bottle.
Style: An arresting Bordeaux-style nose with a massive intensity of fruit and juicy
palate.
Ageing potential: 15+ years.
Perfect pairing: A steak or a burger with melted gorgonzola cheese.
Price range: € € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Nykteri

Winery Name: Artemis Karamolegos Winery
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 90% Assyrtiko, 5% Athir, 5% Aidani
Tasting Note: Dense yet still relatively light on its feet,
this builds on the palate and has good length and a sense of
elegance and drinkability. Toasty notes with tartaric lemon
zest drive. Herbs, oyster shells, seaweed, salinity… it’s all
here and very well put together with the oaky elements. The
palate is weighty without being heavy and shows sea spray,
lemon balm and apricot notes towards a slightly phenolic
drying finish.
Alcohol: 14.20% abv
Email: info@artemiskaramolegos-winery.com
Producers: Artemis Karamolegos
Interesting Facts:
• Grapes are sourced from old vines that reach 100 years of age from plots situated
in Megalochori and Pyrgos at an altitude up to 400 m.
• A total of 16 months of maturation in oak barrels.
Style: Ripe texture but firmly mineral, a Burgundian expression of Assyrtiko grape.
Ageing potential: 15+ years.
Perfect pairing: Char-grilled stuffed calamari with bulgur and herbs.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Pyritis

Winery Name: Artemis Karamolegos Winery
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Slightly subdued at first, but with a wave of
sea salt and flinty tones coming your way after. Yuzu, delicate
tangerine, mineral, slightly smoky. Chiselled and beautifully
intense without ever feeling too heavy. Taut and compact for
such a big wine. Precision and detail on the palate, with all
the classic Assyrtiko markers. Refreshingly lemony and saline
as well as mouth-puckeringly fresh.
Alcohol: 14.40% abv
Email: info@artemiskaramolegos-winery.com
Producers: Artemis Karamolegos
Interesting Facts:
• Pyritis is made from three parcels of 100% Assyrtiko that can be more than 120
years of age, two in Pyrgos and one in Megalochori.
• An extended period of lees contact, at least ten months
Style: Very textured and concentrated, almost spicy.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Roast or barbequed sea bass or grouper.
Price range: € € €
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Rose Wine
Name of the Wine:

Route Gris

Winery Name: Troupis Winery
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: Peloponnese
Variety/ies: 100% Moschofilero
Tasting Note: Cloudy pink colour. A lovely, delicate, elegant
scent with fragrant orange blossom, rose petals, watermelon,
and pink grapefruit gives way to apricot and lemon zest on
the palate. Good depth and a wine whose flavours speak of
the grape variety while the brisk acid speaks of the terroir. A
perfect rose de Gris with excellent balance.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: sales@troupiswinery.gr
Producers: Yiannis Troupis & Kostas Koutsoumpos
Interesting Facts:
• This is not your classic rose. It is made with indigenous yeasts, minimal
intervention, and bottled unfiltered and cloudy.
• Maceration for 14h. Alcoholic fermentation occurs in wooden barrels (a mix of
oak and acacia) and inox tanks. After three months, the wines are blended and
left to age for another three months in cement-shaped eggs to integrate better
the wood.
Style: Juicy and balanced.
Ageing potential: 3-4 years.
Perfect pairing: “Papoutsakia”; aubergines stuffed with minced meat and
bechamel.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Thrapsathiri

Winery Name: Amargiotakis Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete/Crete Island
Variety/ies: 100% Thrapsathiri
Tasting Note: Apricot jam, a hint of quince and honey and
oaky undertones. Lovely nose, gloriously Mediterranean
with added aromatic herbs and cactus. A beautiful mineral
clarity on the palate is balanced by a sensuous texture that
makes for a delightful wine. Yellow apple, guava, and a touch
of mango drive towards a lengthy finish. Very complete.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: info@amargiotakis.gr
Producers: Manolis Amargiotakis
Interesting Facts:
• Thrapsathiri is a rare Cretan grape variety that genetically is close to Vidiano.
• The wine stays on its fine lees for four months in oak barrels.
Style: Elegant, soft, and mellow.
Ageing potential: 5-7 years.
Perfect pairing: An organic, full-flavoured roasted chicken with lemon-dressed
potatoes.
Price range: €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Limniona

Winery Name: Oenops Wines
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: Varietal Wine/Greece
Variety/ies: 100% Limniona
Tasting Note: Lovely crunchy red fruit with strawberries
and raspberries both just ripe, a hint of wild herbs, lavender,
and so much freshness. An aethereal peppery take on
Limniona. Not much structure but convincing in its lighter,
more immediate style. A lovely to drink wine with great
energy. Delightful fresh, and long towards the finish.
Alcohol: 12.80% abv
Email: hello@oenopswines.gr
Producers: Nikos Karatzas
Interesting Facts:
• Spontaneous fermentation in amphoras and a small percentage in open-top
barrels, partial use of whole clusters.
• The wine ages for ten months on its fine lees in amphoras.
Style: Fresh, aerial on the elegant side with upfront fruit appeal.
Ageing potential: 4-6 years.
Perfect pairing: A soft, buttery pan-fried piece of fresh tuna.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

34

Winery Name: Artemis Karamolegos Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Lovely smoky-mineral intensity, with the
essence of lemon and superb salty minerality. Still quite tight
and compact. Mouth puckering freshness and grip and real
drive onto the long finish. An overall excellent balance. A
beautiful example of volcanic Santorini Assyrtiko.
Alcohol: 14.30% abv
Email: info@artemiskaramolegos-winery.com
Producers: Artemis Karamolegos
Interesting Facts:
• The name “34” refers to a minimum of 3400 years of uninterrupted grapegrowing on the island of Santorini.
• 100% Assyrtiko from ancestral vines exceeding 120 years of age. The wine
spends nine months on its fine lees.
Style: Punchy, full-on, mineral style with plenty of potential and plenty to give.
Ageing potential: 10 years.
Perfect pairing: A beautifully cut piece of tuna, served almost sashimi-rare, with
herbs and a touch of spicy wasabi.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Cuvee Evdemon

Winery Name: Estate Argyros
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Textbook stuff, weight, tension, and
refreshment are all in excellent measure. Quite an expressive
nose with ripe lemon fruit and orange blossom. The chalky
and textural palate is very concentrated yet steely and flinty.
Persistent length, intense and layered. A very pure Assyrtiko
with an almost alkaline feel to its massive minerality.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: matthew@estateargyros.com
Producers: Matthew Argyros
Interesting Facts:
• Two vineyards in Pyrgos and Megalochori are cultivated using biodynamic
techniques.
• Whole-cluster fermentation and 20% of the wine matures in 6-year-old 500L
French oak barrels.
Style: Depth and power yet amazingly fresh.
Ageing potential: 15 years.
Perfect pairing: Lobster pasta.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Kotsifali Alexakis
Winery Name: Alexakis
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete/Crete Island
Variety/ies: 100% Kotsifali
Tasting Note: Perfumed with dark fruits taking the lead.
Freshly picked plums, blueberry muffins and vivid blackberry
fruit. Lovely structure and freshness, some grip and tension
and nice mid-palate weight. This is a super drinkable,
characterful, and versatile wine with food.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: info@alexakiswines.com
Producers: Apostolos & Lazaros Alexakis
Style: A lovely marriage of elegance and presence on the palate.
Ageing potential: 3-5 years.
Perfect pairing: Enjoy it slightly chilled with a plateau of charcuterie and cheese.
Price range: €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Clos Stegasta Assyrtiko

Winery Name: Tiniakoi Ampelones
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Cyclades/Tinos Island
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Sea salt, flinty nose. Ripe and candied fruit
with relatively modest alcohol. The palate brings lemon juice
nervosity, lovely freshness and a steely backbone. Plenty to
give, but just a bit shy at the moment. A beautiful salty herbal
finale. Mineral and bright, this is a lovely glass of wine.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: info@toinos.com
Producers: Alexandros Avataggelos
Certification: Organic.
Interesting Facts:
• The high planting density of 11,500 vines per hectare, in goblet style. The vines
stand in wooden posts for protection from the fierce winds.
• The “mystery” of the huge granitic rocks found in the vineyard of Clos Stegasta.
According to mythology, these rocks, called volakes, are the remnants of a
mythical battle between the Gods and the Giants.
Style: Taut but not aggressive with excellent minerality.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Sea urchins as fresh as possible.
Price range: € € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Collection

Winery Name: Avantis Estate
Vintage: 2017
Appellation/Region: PGI Evia/Sterea Ellada
(Central Greece)
Variety/ies: 100% Syrah
Tasting Note: A beautiful portrait of Syrah with smoky
oak, bramble fruit, black pepper, mulberry, black cherry fruit
and violets. There is much juiciness on the palate and lovely
fruit expression to back up the dense tannins and provide
a relatively smooth character. Hints of sweet spice from
the oak are very well integrated into the wine. And despite
its volume, this has a serious drive and energy. The finish
is flavoured with spices, earthy and meaty notes and dried
herbs such as rosemary and lavender. So much going on…
Alcohol: 14.50% abv
Email: info@avantiswines.gr
Producers: Apostolos Mountrichas
Interesting Facts:
• This is consistently sourced from a single vineyard with extremely low yields
• Prolonged maceration that lasts for 40-45 days and a strict only selection of the
finest barrels after maturation.
Style: Loud and serious with lots of density and energy on the palate.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Dry-aged steak.
Price range: € € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Idisma Drios Xi

Winery Name: Wine Art Estate
Vintage: 2017
Appellation/Region: Wine of Greece
Variety/ies: 100% Xinomavro
Tasting Note: Big and concentrated with dense plummy
fruit and hints of chestnut. Vegetal of tomato or even kaffir
lime leaf. The palate is relatively woody, but there is much
fruit, and tannins are carried out very well, being of unique
supportive nature rather than dominating. It has everything
you want and provides plenty more umami intensity on the
palate. Lovely classic red wine. It finishes long.
Alcohol: 14.50% abv
Email: akis@wineartestate.com
Producers: Akis Papadopoulos
Interesting Facts:
• Drama is renowned for its quality blends of international grape varieties.
However, the Xi is one of the experiments in the region with indigenous grapes
to understand their potential quality in a different terroir than a classic.
• The wine has been fermented and matured for 12 months in French oak barrels
(50% new).
Style: Rich and intense, a relatively modern international take on the Xinomavro
grape variety.
Ageing potential: 10 years.
Perfect pairing: Hearty, slowly cooked beef casseroles in tomato and red wine sauce.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Ramnista

Winery Name: Kir-Yianni
Vintage: 2017
Appellation/Region: PDO Naoussa/Macedonia
Variety/ies: 100% Xinomavro
Tasting Note: Lifted aromas of dark fruit are scented with
dark cherries and dark currant notes, sun-dried tomato,
oregano and a hint of tar. Plump and juicy on the palate
with lovely fruit to balance the tannic structure. There is an
accessible wine here that has layers and length but also a
sense of pulpy fun—a top example of the Xinomavro grape.
Alcohol: 14.50% abv
Email: info@kiryianni.gr
Producers: Stellios Boutaris
Interesting Facts:
• Grapes are sourced from selected parcels of vineyard blocks within the private
vineyards in Yiannakohori.
• 16 months in 225lit for the 80% of the blend and 500lit for the 20%, both French
and American oak casks are used, plus further ageing in the bottle for another 12
months until its release.
Style: Firm and tannic but with loads of juicy fruit.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Imam Bayildi.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Cuvee Evdemon

Winery Name: Estate Argyros
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Ripe style, with heady florals, apricot, and
nectarine. Big mouth-coating palate, wearing its alcohol a
little, although there is plenty of clarity and freshness to bring
an excellent balance. Sea salt, iodine and punchy, flinty-like
minerality. Got everything in spades. Good precision and a
true sense of place.
Alcohol: 15.00% abv
Email: matthew@estateargyros.com
Producers: Matthew Argyros
Interesting Facts:
• Two vineyards in Pyrgos and Megalochori are cultivated using biodynamic
techniques.
• Whole-cluster fermentation and 20% of the wine matures in 6-year-old 500L
French oak barrels.
Style: Depth and power yet exceptional freshness and balance.
Ageing potential: 15 years.
Perfect pairing: Lamb over a fire with lemon-mustard-oregano potatoes.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Invicta

Winery Name: Noema Winery
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PDO Amyndeon/Macedonia
Variety/ies: 100% Xinomavro
Tasting Note: Crunchy and tensioned red fruit, fresh
and clean, displaying great purity. Poised, unextracted and
ethereal character. What a beautiful wine this is, so pretty and
harmonious. Tannin melts into the wine, and although it is
at the fresh end of the spectrum, it has lovely fruit and gentle
hints of tomato leaf, olive brine and herbs. Lovely drink.
Alcohol: 12.00% abv
Email: noemawinery@gmail.com
Producers: David Wittig
Interesting Facts:
• The grapes are sourced from different parcels of contracted vineyards.
• The wine matures in 300l medium-grained and white-toasted oak barrels for six
months and ages for further 12 months in a bottle.
Style: Elegant, harmonious, and ethereal.
Ageing potential: 6+ years.
Perfect pairing: The lightness and accessibility of the wine make it a great partner
for a dish like ratatouille (or mpriam in Greek).
Price range: €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Ventum

Winery Name: Spanoudis Winery
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PGI Slopes of Paiko/Macedonia
Variety/ies: 90% Xinomavro/10% Merlot
Tasting Note: Notably juicy in an oxidative frame. Primary
fruit and prune notes, a hint of dill and some roasted spices.
Plump fruit and plenty of tannins make for a wine with an
excellent presence on the palate and lots of stuffing on the
mid-palate. But it is not heavy; there is a real sense of vitality
and brightness. Delicious stuff.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: contact@spanoudiswinery.com
Producers: Dimitris Spanoudis
Interesting Facts:
• This is from the vineyard growing area of Goumenissa, yet it’s a different blend,
so it sells out as a PGI Slopes of Paiko. The vineyard of Xinomavro is 40-year-old.
• All work is carried out by hand, fermentation is spontaneous, and there is a
hands-off approach in winemaking with indigenous yeasts and low sulphites.
Style: In between a modern and traditional style of Xinomavro.
Ageing potential: 5-8 years.
Perfect pairing: Octopus cooked in red wine sauce and herbs.
Price range: €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Theopetra Estate Limniona
Winery Name: Theopetra Estate
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PGI Meteora/Thessaly
Variety/ies: 100% Limniona
Tasting Note: Lovely perfume, gently floral with red berry
fruit and a herbal note in the background. Pure and intense
with characterful charm. On the palate, it is juicy and so full
of life. There is prominent oak wood here, yet the fruit has a
lovely flesh, and the wine displays excellent drinkability and
unmistakable quality. It has plenty of potential in the future.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: info@tsililis.gr
Producers: Kostas Tsililis
Interesting Facts:
• Limniona is a late ripening grape variety that is harvested after the second week
of September, so it escapes much of the heat of Thessaly.
• Fermentation in French oak vats and ageing in French and American oak
barriques for extra 12 months. Further 12 months of bottle ageing before its
release in the market.
Style: Finesse and fruit with a friendly fleshy character.
Ageing potential: 5-7 years.
Perfect pairing: Medium-rare rib-eye.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Pelagia

Winery Name: Manolesakis Estate
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: Varietal Wine/Greece
Variety/ies: 60% Pinot Noir/40% Agiorgitiko
Tasting Note: On the nose, ripe red fruit, macerated plums,
tea leaves, rose petals and watermelon rind. Very pretty.
The palate has a lovely sense of freshness and vibrancy,
something like a lightness of being that offers accessibility.
Tannins are juicy, round, and supple. Defends its elegance.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: info@manolesakis.gr
Producers: Stavros Manolesakis
Interesting Facts:
• This is one of the most provocative blends or at least a unique combination of
grape varieties.
• Yields are limited to just 30hl/ha.
Style: Fruity, elegant, and juicy.
Ageing potential: 5 years.
Perfect pairing: Grilled sausages with herbs and orange.
Price range: € € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Cuvee Nykteri

Winery Name: Estate Argyros
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Some wood on show here, though it is deftly
handled and quite restrained. The nose is overall gorgeous
with acacia and dried chamomile, Mirabelle and lemons
galore. The palate is amazingly fresh and zippy, with tones of
sea salt and saline tension. Oak adds a waxy gloss to this salty
sensation. The wine is still very tight and austere, but ageing
will make it shine in the future.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: matthew@estateargyros.com
Producers: Matthew Argyros
Interesting Facts:
• Harvest takes place almost three weeks after normal, and grapes are picked in
full maturity.
• Oak ageing in 500lt for 12 months.
Style: Full-on throttle style.
Ageing potential: 15 years.
Perfect pairing: Slow-cooked veal with a lemon-based white sauce.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Thronos

Winery Name: Athanasiou Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Nemea/Peloponnese
Variety/ies: 100% Agiorgitiko
Tasting Note: Dark berry fruit on the nose has lovely
purity alongside peppery spice and herbal notes. The palate
is plump, juicy, well-structured, and has lovely freshness.
The light hand-on extraction gives a real sense of harmony
and drinkability. A perfect example of a refreshingly fruity
Agiorgitiko. Scores high in drinkability and avoids excess.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: manager@athanasiouwines.grr
Producers: Michalis Athanasiou
Interesting Facts:
• Thronos is sourced from organic vineyards at an altitude of 320m above sea
level.
• The wine matures on its fine lees for five months in stainless steel tanks.
Style: Refined with finesse and juicy fruit.
Ageing potential: 3-5 years.
Perfect pairing: A juicy medium-rare cheeseburger with organic black Angus meat.
Price range: €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Clos Stegasta Mavrotragano
Winery Name: Tiniakoi Ampelones
Vintage: 2019
Appellation/Region: PGI Cyclades/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Mavrotragano
Tasting Note: Dense fruit with some heavy perfume, tart
black cherries, blackberry, potpourri, and dried violets. The
palate is incredibly fresh with plenty of tannins but a mineral
streak that gives the wine a wonderful zing. Oak is very well
integrated and carries on the fruit nicely. No excesses, overripeness, or over-extraction, a finely balanced wine from
every aspect.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: info@toinos.com
Producers: Alexandros Avataggelos
Certification: Organic.
Interesting Facts:
• The great French oenologist Stéphane Derenoncourt leads the team with his
unique approach of ‘listening’ to the terroir and low intervention, the least
possible in the winemaking process.
• Most of the Mavrotragano, which constitutes the Clos Stegasta red wine,
comes from Rassonas terraced vineyard. Rassonas is on lower altitude and is
characterised by clay-schist soils.
Style: Εlegant yet powerful nature and lovely expression of its distinctive terroir.
Ageing potential: 10 years.
Perfect pairing: A freshly fished dentex with its juicy flesh just slightly
undercooked, a rather unconventional yet delicious pairing.
Price range: € € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Diaporos

Winery Name: Kir-Yianni
Vintage: 2017
Appellation/Region: PGI Imathia/Macedonia
Variety/ies: 87% Xinomavro/ 13% Syrah
Tasting Note: Perfumed style with lots of pickling spices,
oregano, fennel notes and liquorice alongside a pleasantly
fleshy blackcurrant note. Plenty of structure and Xinomavro
character here, but lovely freshness and clarity. Good
intention and a hell of a concentration. One of the long hauls.
It’s a serious, well-made wine.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: info@kiryianni.gr
Producers: Stellios Boutaris
Interesting Facts:
• Diaporos is also the name of a small island off the shore of Chalkidiki.
• Grapes are sourced from the famous block #5 of the Yiannakohori vineyard in
Naousa, with a steep slope and just above the small artificial lake of the winery.
Style: Dense, concentrated, tannic that will benefit from extra ageing.
Ageing potential: 10 years.
Perfect pairing: Nothing more or less than a medium-cooked T-bone steak.
Price range: € € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Terrasea Mikra Thira

Winery Name: Terrasea Winery – Mikra Thira
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 95% Assyrtiko, 5% Aidani
Tasting Note: Oyster shells, wet stones, and lemon juice
on the nose. Some yellow flowers as well. Bright and very
textural on the palate displaying steely lemon, preserved
lemons and lime-leaf background. It has this fantastic gifted
Assyrtiko freshness and drinkability that draw the drinker
back to the glass. The finish has a bit of saltiness, and the
wine needs more time to come out of its shell. Overall, an
attractive and up-and-coming wine.
Alcohol: 13.20% abv
Email: info@mikrathira.com
Producers: Evangelos Gerovassiliou,

Vassilis Tsaktsarlis, Ioanna Vamvakouri
Interesting Facts:
• Thirasia island, alongside Thira (Santorini) and Aspronisi, formed the remnants
of Stroggyli Island after the disastrous eruption of the volcano in 1650 BC.
• Thirasia shares the same kind of volcanic soil as Santorini, and Mikra ThiraTerrasea winery is the first winery to be built in Thirasia. Thirasia is also part of
the PDO Santorini.
Style: Textural, fresh and with a lemony steely character.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: A lemony-sharp fish tartare with a spicy character.
Price range: € € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Terra Cotta Ktima Zafeiraki
Winery Name: Ktima Zafeiraki
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Tyrnavos/Thessaly
Variety/ies: 100% Limniona
Tasting Note: Lifted and touch herbaceous on the nose.
Red fruited and elegant. Juicy on the palate with lots of
delicious red cherry and raspberry fruit with some beautiful
fresh floral perfume of roses. Silky tannins. A pure delight on
an upcoming Greek variety.
Alcohol: 13.20% abv
Email: zafeirakischristos@gmail.com
Producers: Christos Zafeirakis
Certification: Organic
Interesting Facts:
• The wine is fermented with indigenous yeasts and inclusion of 20% whole
bunches.
• Fermentation takes place in 3000l, and 5000l wooden tanks, and ageing takes
place in clay amphoras for 12 months.
Style: Soft and mellow medium-bodied.
Ageing potential: 5-7 years.
Perfect pairing: Pan-seared organic salmon.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Rapsani Old Vines

Winery Name: Dougos Winery
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Rapsani/Thessaly
Variety/ies: 65% Xinomavro, 30% Krassato, 5% Stavroto
Tasting Note: Dark berries on the nose with a graphite
mineral core and hints of tomato leaf, lavender, and wild
herbs. Great definition on the palate, acid well bedded,
while tannins are ripe, smooth, lovely, and elegant. This
is a sophisticated wine with good intensity, layers, and
concentration.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: info@dougos.gr
Producers: Louisa Dougou, Thanos Dougos
Interesting Facts:
• The grapes come from a single vineyard at 610-650m above sea level in the
higher part of the Rapsani region, and the vines were planted in 1952.
• The vineyard location's name is “Tourtoura”, which means freezy.
Style: Sophisticated, elegant yet robust, old-world style.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Macaroni pasta with a rooster in red wine tomato sauce with
cinnamon.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Ktima Gerovassiliou Chardonnay
Winery Name: Ktima Gerovassiliou
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Epanomi/Macedonia
Variety/ies: 100% Chardonnay
Tasting Note: Very typical Chardonnay nose, with
attractive white flowers and a gentle dairy note. It is classic,
well made, oaky, creamy, full, and expansive on the palate. At
the richer end of varietal typicity but still very balanced with
bracing acidity and a steely feel. Oak is beautifully handled
with excellent creamy focus, drive, and energy.
Alcohol: 13.50% abv
Email: ktima@gerovassiliou.gr
Producers: Evangelos Gerovassiliou
Interesting Facts:
• Chardonnay has been cultivated in Ktima Gerovasilliou since 1983.
• A classic Burgundian approach to the winemaking.
Style: Rich and creamy yet balanced and energetic.
Ageing potential: 5-8 years.
Perfect pairing: Smoked-salmon creamy pasta with dill and lemon zest.
Price range: € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Laurier Noir

Winery Name: Tetramythos Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Peloponnese/Peloponnese
Variety/ies: 100% Mavrodaphne
Tasting Note: Great fruit profile with tart blackberry,
bay leaf peppery spice, and leather-like aromas add to its
incredible complexity. Good intensity and drive on the
palate, layered and giving, with a soft tannic profile and a
touch of liquorice and milk chocolate. Moderate alcohol
provides enough freshness multiplied by the wonderful dried
leafy character.
Alcohol: 12.50% abv
Email: info@tetramythoswines.com
Producers: Aristos Spanos, Stathis Spanos,

Panagiotis Papagiannopoulos
Interesting Facts:
• The high-altitude vineyard (900m above sea level) is planted to Tsigello, the
small-berried, loose high-quality clone of Mavrodaphne.
• Hands-off winemaking, indigenous yeasts, minimal sulphites
Style: Perfumed with a bit of funkiness, soft and elegant.
Ageing potential: 5 years.
Perfect pairing: Slow-cooked pork with rosemary and potatoes.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Pure Santorini

Winery Name: Volcanic Slopes Vineyards
Vintage: 2018
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini/Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Notes of acacia, florals, and lemon zest. Very
steely on the palate, super mineral. Flint crushed stone at
first with a citrusy note of orange and mandarin zest. Nice
hint of tannin. Very complete, very concentrated with great
purity, drive, and focus. The finish is long, with the mineral
kicking in full throttle—tremendous energy.
Alcohol: 14.00% abv
Email: matthew@estateargyros.com
Producers: Matthew Argyros
Interesting Facts:
• An old, traditional canava in Episkopi has been transformed into a boutique, a
state-of-the-art winery.
• Grapes are sourced from two parcels in Pyrgos and Megalochori from 200-yearold vines, and the wine is vinified in concrete tanks using native yeasts and
matures on the lees for 14 months.
Style: Austere and tight with kicking acidity and nerve.
Ageing potential: 15 years.
Perfect pairing: Just oysters.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Mavrotragano

Winery Name: Domaine Sigalas
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Cyclades, Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Mavrotragano
Tasting Note: Dense, ripe, and modern style, very
hedonistic black fruit, oriental spice and cedar. Almost
peppery too. The palate is full and alcoholic, but there is a
decent flash of acidity to pep the wine up. Big style but still
very young with time ahead. There is a lovely element of
creamy oak and well-managed tannins as well. Long finish
and excellent fruit definition.
Alcohol: 15.00% abv
Email: info@sigalas-wine.com
Producers: Stellios Boutaris
Interesting Facts:
• Mavrotragano covers a bit more than 1% of the Santorini vineyard.
Style: Schwarzenegger's power but on his tuxedo jacket.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Try a classic Ossobuco with risotto alla Milanese as a side dish.
Price range: € € €
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Orange Wine
Name of the Wine:

Santameriana Skin Contact
Winery Name: Sant’Or Winery
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: PGI Peloponnese/Peloponnese
Variety/ies: 100% Santameriana
Tasting Note: Very perfumed nose of orange blossom,
orange marmalade, candied citrus peel, dried papaya,
infused chamomile and spices. Vert unique. There are
plenty of tannins, but this is an accessible version of the style
without too much astringency or difficult flavours. Wellbalanced, fresh and whistle clean. A fantastic introduction
to this style of “orange” wines that even beginners will
appreciate. Very attractive and great potential.
Alcohol: 11.50% abv
Email: info@santorwines.gr
Producers: Panagiotis Dimitropouloss
Interesting Facts:
• Sant’Or has been the first certified biodynamic producer in Greece since 2019.
This is “natural” wine and vegan friendly.
• Santameriana is a scarce grape variety. It belongs to the Asproudes family, and
Sant’Or winery is the only winery to vinify it.
Style: Perfumed, medium-bodied with a delicate texture.
Ageing potential: 5+ years.
Perfect pairing: Try it next to a cheeseboard with soft, stinky, or blue cheeses.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Dafnios White

Winery Name: Douloufakis Winery
Vintage: 2016
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete, Crete
Variety/ies: 100% Vidiano
Tasting Note: Bready, toasty, with honeyed and stone fruit
aromas. Warm peach, spice, hay, and straw. The texture here
is perfect, soft, and oily, but with a strikethrough of minerality
to keep it fresh. Great depth of flavours on the palate, with
dried mango, papaya, and yellow plums. Pleasantly savoury,
mature now, an exciting wine.
Alcohol: 13.70% abv
Email: info@douloufakis.wine
Producers: Nikos Douloufakis
Interesting Facts:
• This is a stainless-still version of Vidiano that shows excellent ageing potential.
• The grapes are sourced from the village of Dafnes, which also gives the name to
this wine.
Style: Honeyed and sweet-fruited, mid-way from youthfulness to maturation.
Ageing potential: 2-3 years.
Perfect pairing: Crispy pork belly with its rich texture will ideally match the
creamy character of the wine.
Price range: Selling only as a vertical with other vintages.
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Kavalieros

Winery Name: Domaine Sigalas
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini, Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Richer and riper style. Waxy lemon and
grapefruit rind. Lots of texture and fruit on the mid-palate.
Even if the alcohol stands out, a fresh, lively acidity strike
provides a citrusy backbone to the wine. This is a very
intense and beguiling wine with a juicy, ripe, expressive,
fruity, and multi-layered palate.
Alcohol: 14.50% abv
Email: info@sigalas-wine.com
Producers: Stellios Boutaris
Interesting Facts:
• The characteristic label displays the figure of an older man. If you turn it upside
down, it’s like a characteristic figurine from Cycladic Art.
• The wine stays in the tanks with its lees for 18 months.
Style: A benchmark style, fat and fresh with tons of minerality.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: The briny flavours of oysters match with the salty texture of
Kavalieros.
Price range: € € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Sarris Panochori Old Vines
Winery Name: Sarris
Vintage: 2021
Appellation/Region: PDO Robola of Kefalonia/Ionian Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Robola
Tasting Note: Sweet nectarine fruit and dried citrusy notes
with almonds and a touch of coconut. A positive reductive
note and herbal undertones. Broad texture and expressive
on the palate, some waxiness, less razor-sharp than
often Robola can be, but in exchange, you get a beguiling
creaminess and stunning depth. Fully ripe, yet the low
alcohol means that this is also refreshing and easy to drink.
Alcohol: 12.50% abv
Email: info@sarriswinery.com
Producers: Panagiotis Sarris
Interesting Facts:
• From a privately owned vineyard in the village of Panochori. The rugged
landscape is organised in terraces due to its steep inclinations.
• The vines were planted in 1981; the wine is made with natural yeasts and low
intervention.
Style: Textural and creamy, yet refreshing.
Ageing potential: 10 years.
Perfect pairing: Fried cod in a crust with garlicky mayonnaise.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Santorini Natural Ferment
Winery Name: Gavalas Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini, Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 100% Assyrtiko
Tasting Note: Bright and attractive floral notes on the nose,
orange blossom, white flowers, kumquats. There is heat on
the palate but plenty of mineral detail and focus. Very well
tensioned. Remarkable nervosity. Chalky, green fruit, and
saline. Lovely seaweed savouriness towards the finish. A
solid wine.
Alcohol: 14.70% abv
Email: info@gavalaswines.gr
Producers: George & Vangelis Gavalas
Interesting Facts:
• Old vines, more than 50 years old, are mainly from Megalochori.
• The wine ferments with wild yeasts and rests for six months on its fine lees.
Style: Mineral, tensioned and salty with a creamy texture.
Ageing potential: 5-8 years.
Perfect pairing: Sashimi and nigiri.
Price range: € € €
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Red Wine
Name of the Wine:

Meth’ Imon “L” Limniona
Winery Name: Dougos Winery
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: Varietal Wine/Greece
Variety/ies: 100% Limniona
Tasting Note: High-toned red fruit on the nose, with plenty
of bright fruit and a herbal backdrop of thyme and coriander.
Tight and compact at first but reveals a lovely red fruit at
the end. The palate has a beautiful lightness of touch with
its crisp acids and attractive medium weight—an excellent
modern Limniona.
Alcohol: 13.00% abv
Email: info@dougos.gr
Producers: Louisa Dougou, Thanos Dougos
Interesting Facts:
• Single parcel in Prosilia vineyard at Rapsani, on schist soils and at an altitude of
650m. Vines of 20+ years of age, dry-farmed and very low yields.
• Partially whole bunch fermented and ageing in old oak of 300 lts for eight
months.
Style: Transparent refreshing style with a lightness of touch and silky texture.
Ageing potential: 5-7 years.
Perfect pairing: Meatballs in sweetly spiced tomato sauce with nutmeg.
Price range: € €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Vidiano Domaine Paterianakis
Winery Name: Domaine Paterianakis
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PGI Crete, Crete
Variety/ies: 100% Vidiano
Tasting Note: Notes of apricots and nectarine. Quite
subtle, some hints of mint also. Steely and fresh on the
palate, with nice texture, precision, and drive in the wine.
Everything is very nicely put together. Not a very long
but pleasant finish. This is clean as a whistle, with perfect
winemaking. A Vidiano that feels fresher and more elegant
than many examples of this grape variety.
Alcohol: 12.00% abv
Email: info@paterianakis.gr
Producers: Paterianakis family
Interesting Facts:
• The grapes are sourced from privately owned organic vineyards.
• This is a stainless-steel example of the Vidiano grape variety. It stays for a short
period of two months on its fine-lees.
Style: Fresh and zesty.
Ageing potential: 5 years.
Perfect pairing: Try it with dim-sum if you have an appetite for ethnic cuisines.
Price range: €
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White Wine
Name of the Wine:

Santorini Mikra Thira

Winery Name: Terrasea Winery – Mikra Thiras
Vintage: 2020
Appellation/Region: PDO Santorini, Aegean Sea
Variety/ies: 96% Assyrtiko, 4% Aidani
Tasting Note: Quite lean and steely, very mineral. Gentle
florals with lemon fruit and flint. Very mineral as well on the
palate and fresh without any heaviness. Pure and bright, with
chalkiness, precise texture and the emergence of a lemony
seam. Refreshing and charming while it lasts.
Alcohol: 13.30% abv
Email: info@mikrathira.com
Producers: Evangelos Gerovassiliou,

Vassilis Tsaktsarlis, Ioanna Vamvakouri
Interesting Facts:
• It is the first winery to be built in Therasia
• Therasia was part of the ancient Stroggyli island before the volcano eruption that
destroyed the island. The remnants of this eruption are the three islands of Thira
(Santorini), Therasia and Aspronisi.
Style: Lively, fresh and mineral.
Ageing potential: 10+ years.
Perfect pairing: Fish tacos with salsa verde.
Price range: € € €
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Impressions
As someone who feels compelled to forward the cause
of the Hellenic wine industry, it has been my pleasure to
participate in 50 Great Greek Wines.
Aside from the excellent organisation, good will and lively
humour throughout the adjudication, I have appreciated
the authenticity of the proceedings. How many wine
competitions set out to champion, celebrate and optimise
the cause of their mother country? None do it better, or
with greater conviction, than this competition.
This is a very exciting time to be associated with Greek
wine. Never before has it been of such a high standard or
displayed so much winemaking virtuosity.
Greece’s sense of place and personality is writ large in
each of these wines, and I am delighted that they once
more take their place amongst the pantheon of iconic
wines of the world; great wines indeed.
Demetri Walters MW

Overall, 50 Great Greek Wines, 2022 edition
showed the Greek wine community radiating
health and dynamism. There is a plethora of
innovative ideas, serious craftsmanship, and
a growing respect of local identity, shown
notably by a series of very convincing modern
Retsinas. As the world increasingly takes
note of the Greek wine stories, producers are
readier and more capable than ever to engage
in the conversation.
Wojciech Bońkowski
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I thought I would be saying the whites were stronger categories than reds, but,
that was less pronounced that I thought.
Some of the sweet wines were brilliant. I know this is an unfashionable style, but
Greece has so many wonderful examples that should be celebrated.
Retsina has a chance to re-establish itself as a style of interest if more people make
the wines like the first one we tasted today. It will always be a niche product for
proper wine drinkers, but as an aperitif style unique to Greece, it can work if the
wines are as good as Pitys Ritinitis.
I was impressed at the final stage with the quality of some of the flights. I think that
this is going to get better each year – we had more than 70 wines for the final day
this year, but what will it be next year? How long until 100, 200 wines are scored
high enough to be fighting for a place in the top 50? I look at what’s happening
in Greek wine, and I think the signs are good, the quality is increasing with each
vintage and it is indigenous varieties that are leading this.
Mark Andrew MW

Tasting the wines for 50 Great Greek Wines was like an expedition
of discovery: I never knew what was coming next but the gems
I’ll found made my wine life richer. Another good Chardonnay or
Sauvignon Blanc can be made in so many places across the wine
world but the really intriguing wines have been hidden under
the denotation "indigenous Greek variety". They were the ones
which have been unique: showing an authentic personality and
a sense of place which reflected the beauty and the potential of
the wines of Greece. The distinctive characteristics of Assyrtiko,
Liatiko, Xinomavro or Mavrodaphne in the competition were not
only showing the value of recognition but have also captured an
indelible place in my wine memory.
Stefan Neumann MS
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